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Abstract
We study investment distortions arising from adverse selection in a perfectly
competitive general equilibrium model of credit. A unique separating equilibrium is characterized by an investment distortion only for the most productive
(good) firms in the economy and no distortion for the less productive (bad)
firms. Contrary to conventional wisdom from partial equilibrium analysis, we
show that the general equilibrium effects of adverse selection can cause good
types to invest too much and drive up credit spreads or too little and drive
down credit spreads. The direction of the investment distortion depends on
the strength of the adverse selection, which can change due to productivity differences between firms. In addition, we show how financial innovation through
credit derivatives (CDS) can move an economy from under- to over-investment.
Finally, despite allowing agents to make speculative bets on default, CDS can
increase aggregate investment.
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Introduction

We embed a perfectly competitive model of credit markets subject to adverse selection into a general equilibrium model with heterogeneous agents. Firms possess
private information about their technological ability to transform inputs into output,
and this production technology differs across firms. Investors are risk neutral and
have heterogeneous beliefs about the expected value of firm output.1 The source of
adverse selection is that investors are willing to pay a higher price for debt issued
by more productive firms, but only the firms know whether they are the high- or
low-productivity type.
Firm returns are a continuous function of the amount of debt raised, which permits signaling and perfect separation among firm types (Milde and Riley (1988)).
In particular, different firm types choose different debt and investment levels and
borrow at different credit spreads–the difference between the risk free rate and the
rate on risky debt. Low productivity types pay higher credit spreads to compensate
investors for additional losses given default. Equilibrium investment for low productivity firms is efficient in the sense that the marginal cost equals the marginal
product of capital. By contrast, investment is distorted away from the efficient level
for high productivity firms due to adverse selection.
We show two new sets of results. The first set relates to the fact the equilibrium
signal and the direction of the investment distortion–defined as over versus under
investment–crucially depends on general equilibrium effects are present. We show
that a typical representative investor economy can be defined as a partial equilibrium
economy where the price of bad type debt is purely a function of economy fundamentals and does not require market clearing (see Guerrieri and Shimer (2014) for a
similar application of this concept in a dynamic adverse selection model). In partial
equilibrium, the supply of debt that high productivity types issue does not affect the
contractual terms at which low types borrow. In this case, high productivity types
always issue more debt and over invest. This is the same over investment result of
Besanko and Thakor (1987) and relatedly DeMaza and Webb (1987). Intuitively,
issuing more debt raises high-type credit spreads to compensate for higher losses
given default. The benefit to low types of mis-representing themselves as high types
is the lower cost of capital they would obtain by pooling. The borrowing cost benefit
is reduced as high-type credit spreads rise. The opposite would be true if high types
reduced their debt issuance, which is why over investment is the unique equilibrium
outcome in the representative partial equilibrium setting.
Interestingly, in general equilibrium, the over-investment result can be over turned
because an additional force emerges that affects the incentive for low types to misrepresent and pool with high types. Specifically, the cost of capital for low types is
a function of the relative supply of debt issued by high types and no longer purely a
1
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function of fundamentals. Under investing reduces both firm types’ credit spreads,
which allows low types to expand their efficient investment capacity and mitigates
the incentive to pool with high types. In sum, the degree of the adverse selection
problem is a function of the relative cost of capital and the relative difference in risky
debt and investment levels.
In our model, the over (under) investment distortion found in the previous literature is most likely when firms are sufficiently different (similar). More precisely, we
define the difference between firms as the difference between production technologies. We show that when the difference between high and low productivity types
increases, the economy can shift from under investment to over investment. The
intuition is that efficient investment scales and credit spreads across firms widen as
productivity differences widen. When technological differences between firms widens,
under investing brings high-type investment levels close to the low-type efficient scale,
which makes the scale effect of mis-representing more attractive. By the same token, high types borrow at increasingly lower credit spreads due to lower debt levels,
which also strengthens the incentive for low types to pool. More succinctly, the
under-investment distortion relative to the over-investment distortion increases as
firm differences increase.
Consider the case where firms have similar production technologies. The similarity between firms implies that the efficient investment scales and costs of capital are
also similar. A marginal under-investment distortion can allow low types to operate
at a relatively larger scale than high types, thereby reducing the incentive for low
types to mis-represent and pool with high types. The general equilibrium effect of
under investing is an increase in all firm-type credit spreads, which allows low types
to expand their efficient scale and further reduces the incentive for low types to misrepresent and pool with high types. In sum, an under-investment distortion is more
likely when firms are relatively similar.
Our second set of results relates to how financial innovation in asset and credit
markets can affect investment distortions in economies subject to adverse selection.
In particular, we show that credit default swaps (CDS) can move an economy from
under to over investment. The mechanism is related to how CDS affect the strength,
or lack thereof, of the general equilibrium price and quantity effects stemming from
changes in high-type debt levels on low-type debt contracts. More precisely, we
show that CDS cause equilibrium risky debt prices to become relatively inelastic
with respect to risky debt levels, which mitigates the general equilibrium effects on
low-type debt contracts. The reason is the following. Changes the relative supply of
risky debt have very little impact on marginal buyer debt pricing when CDS trading
is not limited by the size of the underlying debt market. For example, a reduction
in debt that would lower credit spreads will also lower the cost of CDS because CDS
and debt prices are linked through a no-arbitrage condition. CDS sellers typically
post cash as collateral to sell CDS, and the reduced debt issuance lowers the amount
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of capital CDS sellers have to post. This enables each CDS seller to sell more
contracts and concentrates credit risk holdings in the economy. At the same time, a
lower CDS price allows each CDS buyer to purchase more CDS. In other words, the
increased purchasing power of CDS buyers is matched by a similar increase in the
selling power of CDS sellers. In sum, the CDS economy has a similar flavor to the
partial equilibrium economy where the relative supply of risky high-type debt does
not materially impact equilibrium prices and quantities for low types.
Our analysis shows that CDS can cause over investment distortions in an economy
where firms have similar productive capacities for which under investment would have
been the distortion absent the CDS market. Recall that a marginal under investment
amount can separate similar firm types in the economy without CDS. The reason
is that bad types can operate at a larger scale due both to the reduced good-type
investment level and to the fall in credit spreads; both effects reduce the incentive
for bad types to pool with good types. In the CDS economy, the latter price effect is
muted which means that the bad type’s efficient scale does not change by as much as
in an economy without CDS. In the CDS economy, the cost of separation is almost
exclusively born by the investment level affect, which requires a larger investment
distortion to signal firm quality. By contrast, over investing always increases the
difference between firm investment levels and makes pooling with the more productive
good type increasingly difficult.
Our final result is to show that CDS can lead not only to over investment relative to a perfect information benchmark, but an aggregate investment boom in
the CDS economy compared to the baseline. Aggregate investment can rise despite
credit spreads being higher in the CDS economy. In particular, because prices are
relatively inelastic in the CDS economy, the over investment level needed to signal
firm quality can generate an overall increase in aggregate investment. This result is
due to the interaction of the CDS and adverse selection, and is generally consistent
with the concurrent increase in CDS market activity and investment boom in the
build up to the financial crisis. General equilibrium models with CDS and perfect
information cannot generate this relationship without imposing a counter-factual restriction that the amount of CDS must be tied to the size of the underlying bond
market (Che and Sethi (2015) and Darst and Refayet (2018)). In addition, Fostel
and Geanakoplos (2016) show that CDS cause investment to fall below economies
with leverage, autarky, and Arrow-Debreu. Lastly, Ashcraft and Santos (2009) and
Saretto and Tookes (2014) find evidence that non-price terms (mainly leverage and
maturity) are the margins of adjustment when CDS are available to trade on firm
debt. Our model is consistent with their empirical findings.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The remainder of this section is related to literature. Section 2 presents the baseline economy and the different agents’
maximization problems. We present a condensed version of thebaseline economy under perfect information against which to compare the asymmetric information economy that follows. We tackle how we deal with a perfectly competitive credit market
3

subject to adverse selection through the concept of debt pools and competitive pooling. We then introduce the notion of CDS and solve several numerical examples to
highlight our main message and mechanism. Section 3 presents the analytical results
for both the baseline and the CDS economy. Section 4 offers some interpretations
and discussion of our model and the empirical relevance of our results.
Related Literature
A long literature on credit rationing due to information asymmetries stems from
Jaffee and Russell (1976) and Stiglitz and Weiss (1981).2 Subsequent work showed
that credit rationing turns out to hinge on a number of specific assumptions. For example, to contrast Stiglitz-Weiss, Hellwig and Gale (1985) assume that asymmetric
information concerns the projects’ expected values rather than risk, endogenous investment scale, and do not assume all-or-nothing in bad states. In their model credit
is not rationed, but investment will be less than first best. De Maza and Webb (1987)
also consider projects with different expected values, but assume all projects have
the same scale and show that credit is not rationed, but that investment is above
first best. Arnold and Riley (2009) show that under the original Stiglitz-Weiss assumptions, credit rationing can only exist if there are in fact two market loan rates.
Credit is only rationed at the lowest market interest rate and all borrowers willing
to pay the higher interest rate can obtain credit. Equilibrium in all of these models
is of the pooling type in which all borrowers receive the same debt contract, which
does not occur in our model.
The partial equilibrium papers of Bester (1985), Besanko and Thakor (1987),
and Milde and Riley (1987) show that a rich set of contract devices will permit market separation between borrower types and credit will not be rationed nor pooled.
In Besanko and Thakor (1987), low risk borrowers always over borrow relative to
perfect information but pay higher borrowing costs than high risk borrowers. We
show that the general equilibrium effects of investment distortions can lead to either
over or under investment by more productive types. Moreover, the more productive
type always borrow at lower costs than less productive borrowers, which seems more
realistic. Milde and Riley (1987) show that loan size can be either a monotonically increasing or decreasing function of firm type depending on productivity assumptions.3
Their results are silent on whether equilibrium investment levels for good types are
efficient, and if not, in which direction the inefficiency goes e.g. over or under investment. Our work also relates to recent work on information frictions in general
equilibrium macro models of Kurlat (2013) and Bigio (2015). These models concern
2
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the quality of assets that agents own and must sell to raise external financing–the
lemons problem.
Our paper is the first to study investment efficiency in the presence of asymmetric
information between borrowers and lenders when lenders can purchase insurance like
contracts such as CDS. Duffee and Zhou (2001) argue that CDS allow banks to
overcome the “lemons” problem in the market for corporate loan sales. Parlour
and Winton (2013) study monitoring efficiency in an economy with moral hazard
between borrowers and lenders and asymmetric information between agents that
transfer credit risk. Thompson (2010) shows that information asymmetries between
counterparties in the market for OTC insurance affects the quality of collateral used
to back the contracts. Fostel and Geanakoplos (2016) show that CDS can generate
too little investment compared to Arrow-Debreu, but do not consider information
asymmetries. Darst and Refayet (2018) study investment, default risk and spillover
effects of CDS under perfect information.
Modeling debt contracts under asymmetric information in Walrasian markets
as debt pools stems from Dubey and Geanakoplos (2002), Dubey, Geanakoplos,
and Shubik (2005). Related modeling approaches have been explored in Bisin and
Gottardi (1999) and (2006) to study equilibrium efficiency, insurance markets under
perfect competition (Azevedo and Gottlieb (2017)), asset prices and credit supply
(Nevov (2016)), and leverage asset pricing bubbles ((Bengui and Phan (2018)).

2
2.1
2.1.1

Baseline Economy
Model
Time and Uncertainty

The model is a model of debt-financed investment ala Darst and Refayet (2018)
but with asymmetric information. Consider a competitive credit market with two
periods t = {0, 1}. Uncertainty is represented by a tree S = {0, U, D} with a root
s = 0 at time 0 and two states of nature s = {U, D} at time 1. The economy at time
1 is characterized by the realization of a binary productivity shock, common to all
firms, denoted As ∈ {AU , AD } , 1 = AU > AD . There is one durable consumption
good in this economy that we will call cash.
2.1.2

Agents

The economy is populated by two different sets of agents that can be thought of as
firms and investors. Borrowers have no endowment, but possess a risky production
technology that turns consumption goods at time 0 into an uncertain amount of
consumption goods at time 1 depending on the realization of As . Lenders start the
economy with all of the endowment and possess a riskless storage technology–asset
5

markets are incomplete for the time being. We describe the agents in more detail
below.
Firms
There are two firm types, i = {g, b}, and a large number of each.4 All firms of the
same type are identical, so we will focus on two representative firms. Firms are riskneutral expected profit maximizers and take the price of the durable consumption
good as given.
The production technologies are standard decreasing returns to scale given by
αi
f (I i ) = As (I i ) with the following properties: f i (I i ) 0 > 0, f i (I i ) 00 < 0. The
keyh differencei between
is the expected value of output. Specifically,
i
h firm types
b
g
g α
b α
. We say firm g is the “good” firm because it is more
E0 As (I )
> E0 As I
i

g

b

productive for every unit of input than the “bad” firm, b, i.e. I α > I α , ∀ 0 < I < 1.
Lastly, each firm knows that s = U with probability γ and s = D with probability
(1 − γ).
Investors
There is a unit mass of uniformly distributed, risk-neutral investors, h ∈ H ∼
U (0, 1), who do not discount the future. Investors have linear utility for the single
consumption good xs at time 1. Each investor h ∈ H = (0, 1) is endowed with one
unit of the consumption good, eh , and assigns probability h to s = U and (1 − h)
to s = D. A higher h denotes more optimism. The von-Neumann-Morgenstern
expected utility function for investor h is given by:
U h (xU , xD ) = hxU + (1 − h)xD .
2.1.3

(1)

Frictions and Debt Contracts

There are two main frictions in the economy. First, there is a payment enforcement
friction where investors cannot coerce firms to pay their debts. All promises will
therefore require collateral. Firms issue promises backed by the future value of their
output as in Fostel and Geanakoplos (2016) and Vishwanathan and Rampini (2010).
These models implicitly assume there are no collateral cash flow problems. This
assumption does not hold in debt financing models when effort affects the value of
output as with moral hazard (Holstrom and Tirole (1997)) or when creditors can only
claim a portion of value of assets–the land but not the fruit (Kiyotaki and Moore
(1997)). In our model, lenders have the right to seize as much of the collateral
up to the value of the promise, but no more. Promises can be interpreted as debt
instruments such as bonds or loans. For simplicity, each bond promises a face value
of 1 upon maturity.
4
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Figure 1: Bond Payout
1
h

pi

1− h
d iD

Second, we assume an information asymmetry between firms and investors. Firms
are privately informed about their production technology (αg or αb ). This friction
generates an adverse selection problem where type b firms may want to raise capital
in the market on the terms afforded to type g firms.
Firms raise capital by issuing a quantity of bonds, q i , at a price, pi , both of which
are endogenously determined for each firm type. A debt contract is characterized by
the ordered pair ci ≡ (q i , pi ). Figure (1) shows the debt contracts in the economy.
2.1.4

Perfect Information benchmark

We first characterize debt contracts under the perfect information benchmark. We
assume that investors can distinguish between the two firm types. In equilibrium,
each firm type signs debt contracts that results in an efficient level of investment
that equates the marginal cost and marginal product of capital. We refer the interested reader to Darst and Refayet (2018) for a thorough description and analysis of
equilibrium in this model. For brevity, we extract the key points as they relate to
the debt contracts traded and the characterization of equilibrium.
A key object in this class of economies "are the debt
# delivery functions. Debt
αi
i
As (I )
. That is, debt repayment
contracts deliver according to dis (q i ) ≡ min 1, qi
follows absolute priority where debts either repay face value equal to 1, or the asset
value of the firm is insufficient to cover repayments and creditors take control of firm
assets.
Each investor, h, decides at time 0 what portion of his cash endowment he wishes
to store for time 1 consumption and how much to use for bond purchases.
 h Given
i
market prices for bonds, p for i ∈ {g, b}, investors choose cash holdings x0 and
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n
o
h
bond quantities (q i ) that maximize expected utility given by (1) subject to the
budget set defined by:
B

h

p

i




n

h
h
i h
=
x0 , q , xs ∈ R+ × R+ × R+ :
X
 i h
= eh ,
q
xh0 +
pi q i
i

xhs = xh0 +

X
h o
, s = {U, D} , i ∈ {g, b} .
dis q i
i

At time 0, initial endowments can be used to buy bonds or stored for consumption. At time 1, investors consume from two potential sources in either state of
nature: consumption based on risk-less cash holdings and consumption from total
bond holdings. Note that short sales of bonds are not allowed by assuming q i ∈ R+ .
Perfect competition in the credit market assures that marginal investors break
even in expectation on their debt purchases. However, since there are two different
debt contracts being issued, there will be two different break even conditions. The
first condition is that a marginal investor must be indifferent to purchasing either of
the two bonds. The second condition is that a marginal investor must be indifferent
between buying one of the bonds and holding cash as an outside option. Specifically,
h1 ×diU +(1−h1 )×diD
pi
h2 ×djU +

=

h1 ×djU +(1−h1 )×djD
pj

1−h2 ×djD
pj

(

)

=1

(2)
(3)

where the superscripts denote different marginal buyers. Condition (3) in Proposition
1 below
that the two debt contracts have to be priced differently because
 shows
AD
b
dD q = αb 6= dD (q g ) = AαDg . In equilibrium, good types pay lower credit spreads,
ri = 1 − pi , and issue debt at higher prices, pg > pb . With heterogeneous investors,
there will be two marginal buyers, h1 > h2 . All investors up to and including the more
optimistic marginal buyer, h ≥ h1 , purchase debt issued by type b firms. Investors
less optimistic than marginal buyer h1 upto and including marginal buyer h2 will
purchase debt issued by type g firms. All other investors remain in cash.
Each firm types’ problem is to maximize expected profits by choosing its investment scale.
i
h
io
n h
 i
 i
i
i α
i i
i α
i i
− q dD
(4)
max
E [π] ≡ Π =
γ AU I
− q dU + (1 − γ) AD I
i
I

I

i

s.t.
= pi q i ,

The first order conditions for a maximum, which determine the optimal investment
scale for a given market prices of debt are given by
8

1
, i ∈ {g, b} .
(5)
pi
which equates the marginal product to the marginal cost of capital. Equilibrium
debt prices will be determined by the market clearing conditions that the supply of
debt issued equals the amount of funds investors allocate to the debt market,
αi I i

αi −1

=

1 − h1
= qb
pb
h1 − h2
= qg
pg

(6)
(7)

The system of equations (2), (3), (5) for i ∈ {g, b}, (6), and (7) determine the
six unknowns {pi , q i , h1 , h2 } for i ∈ {g, b}. The definition of equilibrium in this
economy is straight forward. Given market prices for bonds, {pi }, firms choose
a bond issuance, {q i }, to maximize (4), investors choose consumption allocations,
{xs }, to maximize (1) subject to their budget sets, and the bond market clears.5 The
following proposition characterizes properties of the perfect information equilibrium.
Proposition 1 Perfect Information Equilibrium
The equilibrium debt contracts in the credit economy with perfect information
have the following properties:
∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

1. pg > pb , q g > q b , I g > I b ; and
2. M P K i = M C i given by (5)
3. dD (q i ) =

AD
.
αi

The proposition implies that multiple firm types obtain funding but only on
different contractual terms. In general, firms with higher output generation raise
more debt at lower credit spreads. Investment and production allocations are efficient
in the sense that, for each firm, the marginal product of capital will equal marginal
cost. Lastly, debt deliveries conditional on bad states, are determined by a measure
of down risk in the economy, AD , and firm production parameters, αi .
We make the following parameter assumptions to ensure that candidate allocations will not be risk-free.6 Besides being empirically relevant, focusing on risky
debt equilibria has two additional advantages: 1) one and think about derivative
contracts on which risky debt is based (see Section 3), and 2) it allows us to sharpen
our analytical results in the propositions that follow.
Assumption 1 We restrict the parameter set, Γ (αi , AD , γ) such that,
5
6

The formal definition of equilibrium is provided in the appendix from Darst and Refayet (2018).
see Darst and Refayet (2018) Proposition 1.
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• AD < α g < α b < 1
• γ > γ̄
where γ̄ ≡ inf {γ ∈ [0, 1] |diD (·) < 1}.

2.2

Asymmetric Information

We now describe the model with asymmetric information and proceed to characterize
equilibrium debt contracts. To model asymmetric information between borrowers
and lenders, we assume that only the borrowers know their types. Lenders only
know the distribution of types. In our case lenders know there are good firms and
bad firms. The problem boils down to solving the adverse selection problem where
bad firm-types would like to raise debt on the same terms as good firm-types. How
do the competitive forces of the market determine equilibrium and what are the key
features of the debt contracts that prevail?
Credit Pools: The strategy we adopt to analyze asymmetric information in a perfectly
competitive debt market is based on the notion of competitive debt pools developed
by Dubey and Geanakoplos (2002) and Dubey, Geanakoplos, and Shubik (2005).7
The idea is that firms issue claims into pools that investors purchase. Banks or
underwriters are intermediaries who verifying the eligibility and credit limits set by
each pool. They also function as servicers to collect payments and deliver them to
the investors of each pool. These are the intermediary functions of banks that we
are abstracting away from and focus on the anonymous interactions between firms
and investors. An interesting question we leave for future research is when do we see
credit pools materialize versus armâs length and relationship issuance in the bond
and private loan market.
We view the modeling strategy as one that more closely resembles the original
purpose of corporate debt collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) and the subsequent
rise of corporate collateralized loan obligations (CLOs). What we have in mind are
two different classes of debt securities, which can be interpreted as an investmentgrade pool consisting of claims issued by good firms and a high-yield pool of claims
issued by bad firms.
Initially, there are an infinite number of potential pools into which firms can sell
promises. Each pool is characterized by a competitive price that all agents take as
given, a delivery function, and a limit on the amount of debt that can be raised.
For each pool, there is an exogenous quantity limit, q, that no individual firm can
exceed, and whose endogenously determined price, p, both lenders and firms take as
given. In particular, all firms of a single type are symmetric. The symmetry implies
7
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perfectly competitve setting (see Azevedo and Gottlieb (2017), Bengui and Phan (2017), Fostel and
Geanakoplos (2008), Nenov (2017)).
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that repayments or default decisions will be the same for all firms of a given type
i ∈ {g, b}.
The delivery functions of the different pools are determined on a pro rata basis.
Specifically, a pool that contains promises whose face value totals q i will deliver
according to a per unit delivery rule
#
"
i
i α
A
(I
)
s
.
(8)
dis ≡ min 1,
qi
The delivery rule specifies that payments per unit are either full face value, or
the recovery value of firm assets in the case of default. If bad types sell claims into
pools with good types, the proportional delivery rate will be less than the proportion
of good types in the economy and there is adverse selection. We make two further
simplifying assumptions to ensure that the quantity limits for each pool reflect one
and only one average delivery.
Assumption 2 Investors are rational and form correct expectations about each debt
pools’ delivery rates.
Assumption 3 Individual debt pools are exclusive. Firms can sell debt claims into
only one pool.
There will be no cross-subsidization of types between pools because of exclusivity,.
The exclusivity assumption opens the door for signaling to play an important role in
our analysis.
The collection of pools characterized by the associated quantity limits and market
prices comprise a menu of price-quantity contracts given by
→
−
p = {(p (q) , q) ; q ∈ (0, 1), p ∈ R+ } .

2.2.1

Agents’ Problem

Firm Maximization Problem
For any given investment level, firms in our model would like to raise capital at
the highest possible price. Therefore, type-b firms have an incentive to misrepresent
themselves as type-g firms. Incentive compatibility requires that the debt contracts
are designed so that firms truthfully reveal their type. Formally, the incentive compatibility constraints are:
Ib

 αb

g αg

(I )

b

− q b ≥ (I g )α − q g
αg
− qg ≥ I b
− qb
11

ICC 1

(9)

ICC 2

(10)

ICC 1 (ICC 2) states that firm b (g) can do no better by acting as firm g (b).
Furthermore, feasibility and limited liability constraints imply that rational firms
only participate in production by issuing debt if they earn non-negative expected
profits: Πi ≥ 0. Firms solve the following problem:
n h
i
h
io
 i
 i
i
i α
i i
i α
i i
max
Π
=
γ
A
−
q
d
+
(1
−
γ)
A
I
−
q
d
(11)
U I
D
U
D
qi
(
αi
αj
(I i ) − q i ≥ (I i ) − q i
s.t. i
I = pi q i
for i = {g, b} , j 6= i and dis (q i ) corresponds to the state-specific debt deliveries.
Investor Maximization Problem
Each investor, h, chooses bond purchases and storage for terminal consumption
→
−
out of her endowment. Formally, given the price-quantity
n
o schedule, p , investors
 h
h
choose cash holdings, x0 , and bond quantities, (q i ) , that maximize expected
utility given by (1), subject to the budget set:
n

h
−
3
B h (→
p) =
xh0 , q i , xhs ∈ R+
:
X
h
→
−
xh0 +
p q i = eh ,
i

xhs

= xh0 +

X
h o
, s = {U, D} , i = {g, b} .
dis q i
i

The first condition is that all initial endowment is either stored for consumption
or used to purchase a portfolio of debt securities. The second conditions states that
all terminal consumption is derived from either initial storage or the debt-portfolio
returns.
2.2.2

Equilibrium concept

Dubey and Geanakoplos (2002) (DG) show that a unique refined separating equilibrium always exists, and no equilibrium involving pooling. The techniques used in
DG are valid for existence of a separating equilibrium in this model. The key issue
in defining equilibrium in perfectly competitive models of adverse selection is how to
deal with the prices of all contracts, not just those contracts traded in equilibrium.
Specifically, we must confront the problem that (8) is undefined for all markets with
no trade, q i = 0. We follow DG and assume that "optimistic" extremely productive
firms deliver a small and super-safe promise into each market in the sense that the
delivery on each promise strictly exceeds face value. This will ensure that for inactive
pools, agents’ beliefs will not become unduly pessimistic. Without this refinement,
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agents’ arbitrary beliefs about contracts that are not traded in equilibrium could
result in many equilibria with non-traded contracts due to a belief that only bad
firms sell promises in those markets. A similar assumption to ours is common in the
current literature (see Guerrieri, Shimer, and Wright (2010), Guerrieri and Shimer
(2014), Nevov (2016), Azevedo and Gottlieb (2017)).8
Definition 1: A separating equilibrium is a collection of debt prices, firm investment
decisions,
investor consumptioni plans and debt holdings,
h
h∈H
5
E = pi , I i , (x0 , xs , q i )
∈ R+
such that the following are satisfied :
1.
2.

´1
0

xh0 dh +

P ´1
i

0

P´1
0

i
i h

(q ) dis dh +

´1

h

pi (q i ) dh =
P

i

πsi =

´1
0

P

i

eh dh
αi

As (I i ) , s = {U, D}

h

pi (q i ) dh
 
4. π i (I i ) ≥ π i Iˆi , for ∀I,



h
−
p (q i )) =⇒ U h (x) ≤ U h xh , ∀h
5. xh0 , (q i ) , xhs ∈ B h (→


−
−
6. pg , pb = →
p (q g ) , →
p qb
3. I i =

0

7. q g 6= q b .9
Conditions (1) and (2) are the goods market clearing conditions at time 0 and
time 1 respectively. At time 0 all initial endowment is either stored by investors for
consumption or used to purchase firm debt. Firm output is consumed either by firm
managers as profits or firm creditors as debt deliveries. The debt market clearing
conditions correspond to (3). Condition (4) implies that firms choose investment
to maximize profits while (5) states that investors choose optimal portfolios given
their budget set. Condition (6) states that equilibrium debt market prices are on
the price-quantity menu. Lastly, condition (7) states that the two firms must always
issue different debt quantities in a separating equilibrium.
8

Alternatively, Bisin and Gottardi (2006) show that Walrasian equilibrium always exists in
adverse selection models when agents are only allowed to trade incentive-compatible contracts with
linear prices over the restricted set of incentive-compatible trades.
−
9
The definition that all prices →
p for the markets q including ones not actively traded have to be
determined. Let firm i 6= j be the constrained firm that must signal its type. When firm i chooses
−
to under-invest, it will be that q i < q j . In this case, ∀q < q i the price →
p (q) is determined such that
→
−
i
i
firm i is indifferent between issuing q and q . For q ≥ q the price p (q) is determined such that
firm j is indifferent between issuing q and q j . Alternatively, when firm i chooses to over-invest, it
−
will be the case that q i > q j . In this case, ∀q > q i the price →
p (q) is determined such that firm i is
→
−
i
i
indifferent between issuing q and q . For q ≤ q the price p (q) is determined such that firm j is
indifferent between issuing q and q j . As shown by Dubey and Geanakoplos (2002) this separating
equilibrium is robust to refinements.
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Figure 2: Baseline Economy
h 1
firm 𝑏 bond buyers

h1
firm 𝑔 bond buyers

h2

cash

h=0

Equilibrium will be characterized by two marginal buyers, h1 > h2 .10 Every agent
h > h1 purchases debt issued by type b firms, every agent h2 < h < h1 purchases
debt issued by type g firms, and every agent h < h2 remains in cash. This regime is
shown in Figure 2.

2.2.3

CDS Economy

The purpose of this section is to introduce the concept of CDS in order to show how
these contracts affect separating allocations in the numerical examples that follow.
The formal definition of equilibrium in the CDS economy is presented in Section 3.2.
A CDS is a derivative contract that compensates the buyer for losses given default
of an underlying debt security. In particular, CDS contracts compensate buyers the
difference between a debt contract’s face and default values, 1 − diD . A CDS will
pay 0 at s = U when firms honor debt contracts. CDS contracts typically require
collateral in the form of cash. A CDS seller posts her endowment and total revenue
(received from selling CDS) as collateral. As discussed by Fostel and Geanakoplos
(2012, 2016) and Darst and Refayet (2018), selling CDS is equivalent to "tranching"
a riskless asset into buying the Arrow up security. Similarly, purchasing a CDS is
effectively buying the Arrow down security.11
10

This is a consequence of linear utilities and the continuity of utility in h, and the connectedness
of the set of agents H = (0, 1).
11
We will come back to the issue of existence in the CDS economy in Section 3.2. For now,
we make the necessary assumptions to ensure existence in order to proceed with the numerical
examples.
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Figure 3: CDS Payouts
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Figure 4: Naked Economy Regime
h =1

CDS sellers

h1

naked CDS buyers

h=0

Selling a CDS on either firm is an equivalent way to purchase the same statecontingent Arrow-up security. Likewise, purchasing a CDS on either firm is an equivalent way to buy the Arrow-down security. Figure 3 shows the CDS contract payout
for CDS sellers and buyers.
In a CDS equilibrium, there is a single marginal buyer, h1 , indifferent between
buying and selling CDSs. The investors, h > h1 , use all their endowment as cash
to purchase all the credit risk and sell CDSs. The investors, h < h1 , use their
cash to purchase all of the CDS optimists sell. Figure 4 shows the marginal buyer
characterization of equilibrium in the CDS economy.
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Table 1: Baseline Economy: αg = 0.5, αb = 0.7, γ = 0.50, and AD = 0.30
Asymmetric Info.
i=g
i=b
Price: pi
.9821 .8807
Quantity: q i
.1001 .2264
.0983 .1994
Investment: I i
Marginal Buyers: h .7023 .8006
Info.Wedge: λi
1.5662
1
Profit: π i
.1067 .0485
2.2.4

Perfect Info.
i=g i=b
.8597 .8335
.2149 .1991
.1848 .1660
.6493 .8340
1
1
.1075 .0427

Numerical Examples

We highlight our main results through numerical examples. We consider different
values of the productivity parameters to compare perfect and asymmetric information economies both with and without CDS. In Section 3 we analyze in detail how
equilibrium is characterized and provide formal proofs where possible.
There are three parameters in the model: productivity parameters, αi , the likelihood of a good state at time 1, γ, and the aggregate shock at time 1, AD . Let
αg = 0.5 and αb = 0.7. We will vary the αi s in the following examples. The parameters (γ, AD ) are not integral for the main results outside of the restrictions we
impose through Assumption 1 to focus the analysis on risky debt issuance. For now,
let AD = 0.30, and γ = 0.50.
Table 1 shows the equilibrium contracts for the economy with perfect information
and asymmetric information and an under investment result that contrasts Besanko
and Thakor (1987) but is similar in spirit to Hellwig and Gale (1985). Good firms
borrow on better terms across information structures but do not always invest more
due to adverse selection. Under asymmetric information, good firms are forced to
scale back investment to signal their type. In addition, the bad firm does not invest
b
on exactly the same terms as under perfect information, pbP I 6= pbAI , and qPb I 6= qAI
.
The reason is that debt prices are determined by investor demand, and the relative
supply of aggregate risky debt. The reduction in supply of aggregate risky debt
raises all debt prices. Bad-firm types respond to higher prices through increased
investment.
The effect of the information asymmetry on equilibrium is captured by an investi
ment distortion. Formally, define λi ≡ MMPCKi as an investment distortion away from
the perfect information benchmark. Investment is distorted if λi 6= 1. λi > 1 (λi < 1)
implies too little (much) investment at market prices because the firm would like to
increase (decrease) investment and lower its marginal product to equal marginal cost.
Figure 5 plots profit levels for good firms in green, bad firms separating in the red
dotted line, and bad firms when mimicking good firms in blue for a range of different
16

Figure 5: Under Investment Decision
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q g . The figure shows that the
 bad firm profits intersect with the pooling profits at
two different values of q g = q g , q g , and the vertical lines show the corresponding
good firm profits levels at both q g s. The two points of intersection represent incentive
compatible quantities that good firms can choose to signal their quality–the roots of
(9). All quantities q g < q < q g are not incentive compatible as a separating equilibrium because bad firms would prefer to
 pool with good firms at those quantities.
The equilibrium is determined by π g q g > π g (q g ).
For our next example, we increase the productivity dispersion between the firm
types and increase αb = 0.8 > 0.7 while keeping all other parameters the same.
Table 2 shows that equilibrium is now characterized by the good type over investing
relative to perfect information, which is similar to Besanko and Thakor (1987), but
good firms in our model always borrow on better terms than bad firms, a notable
difference. Note that λg < 1 as the marginal product is less than the marginal
cost and good firms are over expanding investment
 at market prices. Figure 7 is
the analogue to Figure 5 and shows that π g q g < π g (q g ) when we increase the
heterogeneity between firms.
Table 3 shows that the investment distortion is a function of the relative heterogeneity between types, which affects the incentives to pool, and not simply a
manifestation of making the bad type relatively worse off. We choose the same pa17

Table 2: Increased Heterogeneity: αg = 0.5, αb = 0.8, γ = 0.50, and AD = 0.30
Asymmetric Info.
i=g
i=b
i
Price: p
.8457 .8262
Quantity: q i
.2540 .1527
i
Investment: I
.2148 .1261
Marginal Buyers: h .6591 .8739
.9123
1
Info.Wedge: λi
i
Profit: π
.1047 .0191

Perfect Info.
i=g i=b
.8693 .8408
.2173 .1638
.1889 .1377
.6733 .8623
1
1
.1087 .0205

Figure 6: Over Investment Decision
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Table 3: Baseline Economy: αg = 0.7, αb = 0.8, γ = 0.50, and AD = 0.30
Asymmetric Info.
i=g
i=b
Price: pi
.8833 .8599
Quantity: q i
.0966 .1792
.1093 .1541
Investment: I i
Marginal Buyers: h .7494 .8459
Info.Wedge: λi
1.2031
1
Profit: π i
.0427 .0224

Perfect Info.
i=g i=b
.8330 .8269
.1988 .1532
.1656 .1267
.7077 .8733
1
1
.0426 .0191

rameters as example 2 except we lower the productivity dispersion between types
by raising αg = 0.7 > 0.5. The results show that the direction of the investment
distortion is once again to under invest relative to perfect information.
The general principle at work is that the least-costly equilibrium signal is a function of the incentives to pool across all price-quantity pairs, which is endogenous
to model parameters and the set of financial contracts available for agents to trade.
In particular, the examples show that there are general equilibrium effects whereby
changes to one firm type’s financing terms affect the financing terms available to
other firm types. Interacting the general equilibrium effects with the adverse selection problem can lead to investment distortions that are characterized by too much
or too little investment.
Our final example highlights the general equilibrium mechanism. In this example
we keep the parameters from example 1 but fix investor beliefs at P r (s = U ) = γ
so that the economy has a representative investor pricing all debt in equilibrium. In
this economy, the supply of debt good firms issue has no impact on bad firm debt
pricing, investment or profits. In equilibrium, good firms choose to over invest rather
than under invest as they did in example 1. The results are displayed in Table 4.
As far as we can tell, the general equilibrium effects are absent from the existing
theoretical literature on investment under asymmetric information. In the general
equilibrium case, the supply of debt good types choose to signal their quality affects
all equilibrium debt prices and allocations, not just the prices and quantities for good
types as in a partial equilibrium analysis.12 We explore the concepts in more detail
in following section.

2.3

Representative Investor and Partial Equilibrium

Before moving on to the full equilibrium analysis, we discuss the central assumption
that we believe drives the finding that investment can be either too high or too
12

This would be true for a large number of types as well. If a large number of types use an identical
signal, then equilibrium prices will adjust even though each individual firm is taking prices a given.
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Table 4: Partial Equilibrium: αg = 0.5, αb = 0.7, γ = 0.50, and AD = 0.30

Price: pi
Quantity: q i
Investment: I i
Marginal Buyers:γ
Info.Wedge: λi
Profit: π i

Asymmetric Info.
i=g
i=b
.7546 .7143
.2619 .1389
.1977 .0992
.5000 .5000
.8486
1
.0913 .0298

Perfect Info.
i=g i=b
.8000 .7143
.2000 .1389
.1600 .0992
.5000 .5000
1
1
.1000 .0298

Figure 7: Over Investment Decision
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low relative to the perfect information economy.13 In this section, we show that the
equilibrium distortion will always be too much investment in a representative investor
economy, which is what the literature typically assumes. The representative investor
economy effectively fixes bad-type debt prices as purely a function of parameters,
similar to a partial equilibrium analysis. Changes in the relative supply of risky debt
issued by good types does not impact the financing terms available to bad types and
the least costly equilibrium signal will always take the same form.
Consider the asymmetric information economy described in Section 2, but assume
a representative investor who also knows that P r (s = U ) = γ as do the firms. A
common set of beliefs and the zero profit conditions imply that debt is priced purely
as a function of parameters. To see this, both firm types’ debt is priced by equating
expected returns to holding riskless cash: γ + (1 − γ) dD (q i ) = pi . Investor expected
returns to all assets must therefore be equal to 1:
γ + (1 − γ) dD (q i )
≡ χi = 1.
(12)
pi
In equilibrium, bad firm types receive a debt contract that
the marginal
 equates
AD
b
product with the marginal cost, so by Proposition 1, dD q = αb . Bad firm-type
profit levels also only depend on the parameters. As such, one can write the ICC
constraint, (9), as


b
κ = γ (I g )α − q g
(13)
where κ ≡ ΠbP I is the profit level associated with the perfect information contract for bad firm types. The two roots that solve (13) are associated with the same
profit level for good firm types, ΠgAI . Put differently, the relative changes in risky
debt contracts due to the presence of adverse selection do not affect all agents in
the economy. The representative investor case is equivalent to a "partial equilibrium" problem typically studied in the literature. We formalize the notion of partial
equilibrium in our model in similar spirit to Guerrieri and Shimer (2014).
Definition 2: A separating partial equilibrium with fixed expected return to risky
debt, χi = 1, is a collection of debt prices, firm
investment decisions,

 investor
5
consumption plans and debt holdings, E = pi , I i , (x0 , xs , q i ) ∈ R+
, such that
the following are satisfied :
13

There are numerous assumptions in the literature that vary slightly from model to model making
it difficult to pin-point exactly which are most important for different results. The most common
points of departure between models are what form the information asymmetry takes and how the
production process is modelled. Specifically, the information asymmetry may be about expected
returns (first moment) or risk (second moment). This difference has implications for whether credit
is rationed or not ala Stiglitz and Weiss. Moreover, production is typically either decreasing returns
to scale or fixed, and in both cases, production returns all or nothing (Hellwig and Gale being the
notable exception to the latter). Whether or not equilibrium is characterized by pooling versus
separating depends on whether debt contracts permit screening devices in addition to interest rates
that clear the market (see Bester (1985) and Milde and Riley (1987)).
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(i) conditions (2)-(7) hold from the separating equilbrium, and
(ii) investor beliefs are exogenously fixed at h = γ.
A partial equilibrium can be found through the following procedure: 1) choose
the parameter set Γ (·); 2) solve for bad-type debt prices and investment levels jointly
from (5) and (8); 3) the associated solution will determine bad-type profits, κ, in
(13); 4) for the derived κ, good-firm endogenous variables (I g , pg , q g ) are determined
by simultaneously solving (8), (12), and (13).
There are in fact two candidate solutions to this problem associated with the two
roots of (13). Denote these candidate
 ∗  solutions, relative to the perfect information

equilibrium, by cg q g < cg qPg I < cg (q g ). Equilibrium will be determined by
profit maximization of the good firm type via
−
cg (→
p (q g ) , q g ) ≡ arg max π g (cg (·)) .
q g ∈{q g ,q g }
Proposition 2 A separating partial equilibrium exists and is unique. The unique
equilibrium is characterized
 by too
 much investment relative to the perfect information
∗
q
benchmark: cg (·, q g ) > cg ·, qP I .
Existence follows immediately from the discussion above. Uniqueness revolves around
the single-crossing property. The complete proof is in the appendix.
The intuition for over-investment is that over investing always reduces the incentive for bad types to pool with good types while under investing can actually
increases the incentive to pool. Suppose the good firm chooses the under investment contract, q g . Compared to bad-type investment levels, it must be the case
that the level of investment associated with the lower root of∗ (13) becomes either
∗
∗
∗
more similar, q g → qPb I , or falls below q g < qPb I because qPg I > qPb I . In general,
the incentive for bad firms to pool with good firms is stronger when constrained
investment levels are most similar because good firms borrow on better terms and
bad firms do not have to stray far from their optimal MPK. In the representative
investor or partial equilibrium model, under investing is extremely punitive for the
good firm to sustain–either, it is never incentive compatible at a risky level of debt
g
with pg = 1, or a risky debt equilibrium can only be sustained at
and q g = qmin
a small operational scale, limiting investment returns.14 Our over-investment result
is similar to the unique over investment result of Besanko and Thakor (1987) and
related to DeMaza and Webb (1987).
14

g
To find qmin
, solve the debt delivery function, (8), with pg = 1 and note that I g = q g when
1

g
1−α
pg = 1. Then qmin
= AD
. This places a lower bound of the level of debt that can be issued with
g
a positive credit spread. Any amount of debt lower than qmin
will be risk-free. Intuitively, given
the firm’s productivity, the returns to investment even in the worst state are sufficient to repay the
outstanding face value of debt.
g
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In the general equilibrium case, the price of all risky debt is affected by the
adverse selection problem. In the limit as the supply of debt issued by good firms
vanishes from the market, q g → 0, bad firm debt prices and investment levels rise,
leading to higher and higher profits. Facing improved financial conditions, bad types’
incentives to pool with good types are reduced as profits associated from truthful
revelation rise. The improvement in financial terms available to bad types counteracts the incentive to pool and permits under investment as an equilibrium possibility,
and is a force that is absent in representative agent and partial equilibrium models.

3

Equilibrium Analysis and Analytical Results

In this section we fully characterize the general equilibrium in the baseline model
with asymmetric information with and without CDS.

3.1

Asymmetric Information Equilibrium without CDS

We now solve for the full general equilibrium allowing investors to endogenously
determine prices. The formal definition of a separating general equilibrium is given in
Definition 2. The difference between general and partial equilibrium is that markets
clear (condition 1) and marginal investors are determined endogenously in the general
equilibrium (h1,2 6= γ). Market clearing requires that the supply of investor capital
funding the respective firms equal each firm types’ investment demand:
1 − h1 = pb q b
h1 − h2 = pg q g

(14)
(15)

The respective marginal buyers, h1 and h2 , determine equilibrium debt pricing
according to indifference equations. The more optimistic marginal buyer, h1 , must
be indifferent between buying debt issued by both firm types. The less optimistic
marginal buyer will be indifferent between purchasing good-type debt and cash.

h1 + (1 − h1 ) dD q b
h1 + (1 − h1 ) dD (q g )
=
pb
pg
h2 + (1 − hs ) dD (q g )
= 1.
pg

(16)
(17)

Equations (16) and (17) show that relative position of marginal buyers will determine
expected returns in equilibrium.
Proposition
3 A separating general equilibrium
exists and is unique,
n
o
→
−
i
i i
E = ( p (q ) , q , I )i={g,b} , (x0 , xs )h∈H , given by the solution to (5) for i = b, (9),
(14), (15), (16), (17) and marginal buyers h1 > h2 .
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Proof: See appendix A
We can now characterize why the direction of the investment distortion changes
signs as shown by examples 1, 2, and 3. The key is that with any strictly concave
profit functions, there will be two candidate
solutions

 to the problem that satisfy

b
b
b
b
g α
g
incentive compatibility, Π q ; α = γ (I ) − q . By changing the parameters
of the model,
one changes the level of the bad types’ self-revealing profit function,

b
b
b
Π q ; α , which affects the incentive to pool with good types and changes the set
of incentive compatible debt contracts.
The incentive for bad types to pool with good types is determined by 2 factors:
1) relative risky debt pricing, pg − pb ; and 2) relative investment levels, I g − I b .
Bad types would always like to raise debt on better terms. Thus, the larger the
difference in pricing, the stronger the incentive to pool. However, due to differences
in efficient scale, bad firms would not like to invest at levels too different from where
M P K b = M C b . Putting these two effects together, the incentive to pool will be
strongest when investment levels are relatively similar and when prices are furthest
apart for which bad types receive "a lot of buck for a little bang."
Fundamentally, the difference between firm types in the economy is given by the
difference in the productivity parameters, αb − αg . One can think of αs as the upper
and lower bounds in a productivity distribution. When αb ≈ αg , firm M P Ks are
g
b
relatively similar, and their efficient operating scales are also similar, I ∗ ≈ I ∗ . On
the one hand, firm similarity makes mis-representing firm quality attractive for bad
types. On the other hand, equilibrium debt pricing is also similar, which reduces its
benefit. Thus, even a small under-investment signal from good types can lead to an
equilibrium where bad types to operate at a relatively larger scale, which reduces
their incentive to mimic the good type. It is precisely the reversal of the relative
scale between good and bad types that makes under investing a possible equilibrium
outcome. In addition, the reduced supply of risky good-type debt raises both firm
types’ debt prices and makes mimicking even less beneficial. As we saw in example 1,
under-investment is an equilibrium outcome for good types for certain parameters.
Consider example 2 where we increase the difference between αg and αb . The
g
b
difference in both efficient investment levels and debt prices widen, p∗  p∗ and
g
b
I ∗  I ∗ . If the good type under invests, then the relative investment gap between
the firms shrinks but the price difference widens. Both effects strengthen bad type
incentives to pool with good types. The investment distortion from under-investment
increases as firms become more different. By contrast, marginally over investing
lowers equilibrium debt prices, which reduces the incentive for bad types to pool
with good times. In addition, the investment difference between the firm types
widens making it more difficult for bad types to operate at the same scale as the
good type, further reducing the incentive to pool. In sum, over investing is more
likely to emerge in equilibrium as the productivity differences between firm types
widens. Formally, we have the following proposition.
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Proposition 4 Let 0 < Ω = αb − αg < 1 measure the heterogeneity between the
upper and lower bound of firm types in an economy’s
productivity
Then,
 g  distribution.

−
−
g
g →
g →
g
∃ a threshold level of heterogeneity Ω̂ ≡ sup Ω : π p q , q ≥ π ( p (q ) , q g ) ,
where
(
 
−
< Ω̂ ⇒ cg →
p qg , qg
Ω
−
> Ω̂ ⇒ cg (→
p (q g ) , q g ) .

3.2

CDS Economy

In this section, we show that financial innovation that improves the allocation of risk
in the economy can also cause the direction of the investment distortion to change.
In particular, credit default swaps allow those best suited to hold credit risk to do
so. We show that introducing CDS can move the economy from under investment
to over investment.
In our model, investors trade CDS on firm debt. As a result, we only reconsider the investors’ maximization problem because the firm maximization problem is
unchanged.
h

We first introduce additional notation. Let (qci ) be the number of CDS contracts
sold by each CDS seller, and let pic be the price of the CDS contract. We assume the
CDS seller must post enough cash collateral to cover all CDS payments in the worst
case scenario to rule out any counter-party risk. The skin in the game required to
sell CDS is the loss given default on debt less the CDS premium. The total number
of CDS contracts an individual investor can sell is:
qci

3.2.1

h

=

1
.
(1 − diD ) − pic

(18)

Investor Maximization Problem

Figure 3 shows payouts for CDS buyers and sellers. CDS buyers pay pic for each
contract. A CDS contract delivers the difference between the face value and the
recovery value of a debt instrument conditional on default. CDS buyers believe with
probability h that s = U , the firm will honor its debt obligations, and CDSs will not
payout.
In terms of the economics, CDS allow investors to fully transfer consumption
into the states they find most likely by effectively purchasing Arrow securities. In
particular, CDS sellers use their endowment to collateralize CDS contracts that pay
only when s = U . Conversely, CDS purchasers use their endowment to buy an asset
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that delivers only when s = D. Lastly, note that holding debt and corresponding
CDS is equivalent to owning a risk-free asset that delivers 1 in both states.
Givenndebt and CDSoprices (pi , pic ), each investor chooses cash, debt and CDS
h
h
holdings xh0 , (q i ) , (qci ) to maximize utility given by (1) subject to the following
budget set:

n
h
h
 
−
4
}:
xh0 , q i , qci , xhs ∈ R+
Bh →
p q i , pic =
X
X
h
h
→
−
pic qc i = eh ,
xh0 +
p (q i ) q i +
i

i

xhs

=

xh0

X
o
h X i h i X i h
qc
1 − dis
−
pic qci +
q ds +
i

i

i

s = {U, D} .
All endowment is used to construct portfolios of cash, debt, and CDS holdings.
All consumption derives from cash, debt deliveries, and CDS payouts.
We make use of the following two lemmas to characterize equilibrium.
Lemma 1 If 0 < diD < 1, then no debt for which CDS are sold will be purchased
without CDS.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Lemma 1 says that any investor optimistic enough to hold debt without a CDS
will be better off selling CDS than holding debt. The bounds on debt delivery follow
from the fact that if the debt delivery in default, diD , is zero, then CDS and debt
contracts have identical payoffs and CDS are redundant. In addition, if debt delivery
in default, diD , is 1, then debt contracts are risk free and CDS will not trade.
Lemma 2 No investor holds a cash equivalent asset in equilibrium.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Lemma 2 is the compliment to lemma 1. It says that any investor pessimistic
enough to remain in cash or hold debt with a CDS will be better off buying CDS
without holding debt.
Putting lemmas 1 and 2 together, our production economy with derivatives faces
a well-known existence problem. All optimists sell CDS rather than buying debt, and
all pessimists buy CDS rather than purchasing debt with CDS. No investors hold
debt. CDS are derivatives whose value is based on an underlying debt instrument,
and if that instrument does not trade, then CDS cannot exist. Hence, there is
no fixed point in the economy (See Fostel and Geanakoplos (2016) and Darst and
Refayet (2018)).
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We introduce a refinement in the economy that does not perturb the baseline
and nevertheless allows us to define and characterize equilibrium with derivatives.
Following Darst and Refayet (2018), we assume there is an institutional investor, M ,
in the economy that will always purchase debt. In additional, the investor is subject
to risk-based capital requirements that make holding a risky portfolio prohibitively
expensive.15 The baseline economy allocations are not affected by including investor
M because she would not be the marginal buyer of either type of debt pool and
would not affect prices or debt quantities.
Let investor M ’s utility function be given by U M (xs , ci0 ) ,  > 0. The object xs
is the consumption plan for time 1 and ci0 is a bundle consisting of debt with CDS
0
contract, ci0 = q i + qci .16 Finally, U M (ci ) > 0, meaning that the investor always
prefers to invest in debt. We can now define the institutional investor’s budget set.

−
BM →
p i , pic =

n


i,M
4
xM
, qci,M , xM
∈ R+
:
0 ,q
s
X

→
−
p i q i,M + pic qci,M = eM ,
xM
0 +
i

xM
s

=

xM
0

X i,M o
+
c0
.
i

The institutional investor uses her endowment to purchase bonds and CDS and
consumes from the proceeds. The investor takes the price-quantity schedule in the
debt market and CDS prices as given.
3.2.2

Equilibrium

Definition 3: A separating equilibrium in the CDS Economy is a collection of
debt prices, CDS
h prices, firm investment decisions,
i and investor consumption
h∈H,M
i i
i
i i
7
decisions, Ec = p , pc , I , (x0 , q , qc , xs )
∈ R+ such that the following are
satisfied:
15

One may think of insurance companies that are subject to capital requirements set by National
Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC).
16
The micro-foundations of the investor’s preferences are not explicitly modeled, though it is
easy to do so. For example, one could assume the investor manages a pension fund or an insurance
company’s assets and invests in safe assets for which an investment fee is administered given by .
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5. x0 , q , qc , xs ∈ B h →
p q i , pic ⇒ U h (x) ≤ U h xh , ∀h, M

−
6.pi = →
p qi
7.q g 6= q b
ˆ 1
M
h
=0
8.
qci dh + q i
0

Conditions 1-7 correspond to the equilibrium conditions described for the Baseline
Economy but which now include the institutional investor. Condition 8 states that
the CDS market must be in zero net supply, which includes the institutional investor’s
CDS positions that insure the credit risk in her bond portfolio.
The debt delivery functions, (8), first order conditions for type-b firms, (5), and
incentive compatibility for type-g firms, (9), are unchanged. What changes in the
CDS economy are the marginal buyer pricing equations and market clearing conditions. Lemmas 1 and 2 imply that equilibrium is characterized by a single marginal
buyer, h1 , who is indifferent between buying and selling either CDS. In equilibrium,
every agent h > h1 sells CDS while every agent h < h1 buys naked CDS. The institutional investor, M , purchases all bonds with accompanying CDS. In the remainder
of the section, we analyze the key pricing and market clearing equations that determine equilibrium investment and the direction of the investment distortion due CDS
introduction.
Selling a CDS written on either firm-type’s debt is an equivalent way to purchase
the Arrow-Up security. The prices of the two securities will be different so that the
expected returns are the same. Similarly, buying a CDS on either firm-type’s debt
is an equivalent way to purchase the Arrow-Down security, and the expected returns
will be the same.

h1 1 − dD q b
h1 (1 − dD (q g ))
=
1 − pgc − dD (q g )
1 − pbc − dD (q b )

(1 − h1 ) 1 − dD q b
(1 − h1 ) (1 − dD (q g ))
=
pgc
pbc

(19)
(20)

Clearly the marginal buyer’s beliefs, h1 , are irrelevant in both transactions and
will cancel out. That is because each asset pays in exactly the same state, irrespec28

tive of which underlying debt instrument serves as the reference entity in the CDS
contract. These relationships pin down the requirement in the CDS market that the
relative CDS prices are equal to the relative losses given default,

1 − dD q b
pbc
=
.
(21)
pgc
1 − dD (q g )
We now turn to how debt is priced in the market. The marginal buyer’s beliefs do
reflect indifference between buying and selling CDS contracts on either firm-type’s
debt as follows:
h1 (1 − diD (q i ))
(1 − h1 ) (1 − diD (q i ))
=
.
1 − pic − diD (q i )
pic

(22)

The left hand side is the return to selling a CDS contract and the right hand side
is the return to buying a CDS contract. Moreover, because the institutional investor
purchases CDS with debt–a risk-free asset–the no-arbitrage conditions require that
CDS and debt prices must sum to 1: pi + pic = 1. Using the no-arbitrage condition,
one can re-arrange and simplify (22) to show that the marginal buyer’s beliefs, h1 ,
prices all debt in equilibrium:

h1 + (1 − h1 ) diD q i = pi .

(23)

Notice the similarity in how debt gets priced in the CDS and the representative investor or partial equilibrium economies. Equation (23) implies that the same
marginal buyer’s beliefs will pin down all prices similar to equation (12). Even
though h1 will be determined endogenously through market clearing, relative pricing
is accomplished by one investor as in the representative investor economy.
Market clearing requires that supply of CDS sold by optimists equals the demand
for CDS held by pessimists plus the CDS purchased by the institutional investor.
Formally,
1−

P

X
h1
1 − h1
P
=
qi + P i .
i
i
i
i pc −
i dD (q )
i pc
i

(24)

The relationships in (21)-(24) illustrate how changes in the relative supply of goodtype debt affect market prices for bad-type debt in the CDS economy.
Remark 1 The general equilibrium effects of asymmetric information will tend to
be subdued in the CDS economy
The economic interpretation of what is happening in the CDS economy is that
market prices are less responsive to aggregate quantity changes when risk is more
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efficiently shared across agents.17 To understand why, note that selling CDS allows
each agent to hold more credit risk for every dollar of collateral than a dollar’s worth
of debt purchases. For example, suppose debt delivery is 0.20 and the corresponding
market price of debt is 0.85, which corresponds to an h1 = .8125. Each investor
1
≈ 1.18 debt contracts. Even if there were no effect on pricing, all
can purchase 0.85
1
≈ 1.53 CDS contracts with the
CDS sellers would be able to sell (1−dD1 )−pc = 1−.2−.15
same dollar. In addition, the effect of a change in debt issuance on debt recovery
values is mitigated by an opposing change in the CDS price. The opposing forces on
debt prices in the CDS economy allow the same set of buyers and sellers to maintain
equilibrium in the CDS market even as debt levels fluctuate. No such countervailing
price affect exists in the non-CDS economy. All changes in debt levels translate
into changes in debt recovery and prices, which directly impact how much risk each
investor can hold.
To see why the general equilibrium effects will tend to be subdued, consider the
market clearing condition (24). Both CDS prices, pic , increase and appear in the
denominator on each side of the equation and will cancel out. The remaining effects
g
on market clearing are the increase in good-type debt, q g > q ∗ , the decrease in
b
bad-type debt, q b < q ∗ , and the fall in good-type debt delivery function, dgD (q g ) <
dgD (q g ). The opposing changes in debt quantities partially neutralize each other on
the right hand side of equation (24). In general, the first order effect of the rise in
q g dominates the second order effect of the fall in q b so the right hand side slightly
increases. However, the fall in good-type debt delivery in the denominator on the
left hand side mitigates the difference in equilibrium quantities. In sum, the market
can clear when quantities change without needing much adjustment in the marginal
buyer, h1 .
We present a numerical example to highlight Remark 1. The same parameters
from example 1 in the non-CDS economy are chosen. In that example, equilibrium
was characterized by an under investment distortion. Table 5 contains the CDS
economy results. The results show that CDS can move an economy from under
investment to over investment, λg < 1.
Remark 2 CDS are more likely to cause over investment distortions in an adverse
selection economy.
Consider the following thought experiment. Suppose the good type increases debt issuance, q g ,
relative to a perfect information economy to signal quality. The immediate effect is a fall in the
debt delivery function as there is too much debt supplied relative to the market price. Lower debt
delivery leads to a fractional–(1 − h1 )–reduction in good-type debt prices via (23) and increase in
CDS prices through no-arbitrage. Due to the fractional change in prices, the denominator in the left
hand side of equation (21) rises but by less than the fall in the denominator on right. Thus bad-type
CDS prices must also rise, and bad firms will reduce investment due to higher credit spreads. This
line of reasoning shows there are general equilibrium effects in the CDS economy even though all
debt is priced similarly by a single representative marginal buyer.
17
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Remark 2 is a direct consequence of Remark 1. The general equilibrium effects on
allocations were shown to be necessary to generate an under investment distortion in
the baseline economy, but are certainly not sufficient as the CDS economy shows. We
cannot rule out under investment as an equilibrium possibility in a CDS economy,
though it is certainly less likely given the reasoning in Proposition 4. However, we can
prove that, in general, the set of incentive compatible over-investment debt contracts
expands in the CDS economy.
Proposition 5 The set of incentive compatible debt contracts that are characterized
by over-investment increases when derivatives are permitted.
We close this section with the new result in the CDS literature that asymmetric
information inP
a CDS economy
P ∗i can lead to an increase in aggregate investment. Table
∗i
5 shows that i IAI > i IP I . The implication is that CDS economies may have
higher investment levels when information asymmetries are present and binding. The
prediction that CDS economies can have higher investment, to our knowledge, has
be unattainable without a restriction on CDS trades. For example, Che and Sethi
(2016) and Darst and Refayet (2018) show that CDS can lead to increased investment
only when CDS can be purchased by investors who also own the underlying debt i.e.
covered CDS economies. Fostel and Geanakopolos (2016) show that CDS cause
investment to fall beneath autarky, leverage, and Arrow-Debreu economies. All of
these models assume perfect information. Our model shows that CDS can cause debt
pricing to be less responsive to fluctuations in aggregate supply, which coupled with
adverse selection, can lead to more equilibrium investment.
Remark 3 Aggregate investment can rise in a CDS economy with asymmetric information.
In the following section we offer more general discussion and interpretation of our
results.

4

Discussion

We begin by interpreting debt pools in our model and CDS on debt pools. The most
natural interpretation of debt pools are collateralized loan obligations (CLOs). CLOs
are debt pools for corporate loans–many CLO securities also contain a small fraction
of corporate bonds–akin to mortgage backed securities in residential real estate. The
market for CLOs really picked up steam in the early 2000s leading into the financial
crisis. This can be seen by the rapid growth in CLO issuance in the U.S. The red line
in figure (8) is annual CLO volume.18 The blue line is the total outstanding CLO
amount. Currently, annual CLO issuance is around $100 billion and the aggregate
outstanding value of the CLO market is approaching $900 billion. In our model, there
18

The data come from LCD Global CLO Report. In particular, the Volume-History report.
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is a market for CLOs with different quantity restrictions. For a given risk profile,
issuing more debt requires paying a higher credit spread. Anonymous investors e.g.
non-bank intermediaries are increasingly important providers of finance in the CLO
market (see Figure 1 in Paligorova and Santos (2018)).19 Our framework should
continue to prove more useful as the corporate debt market continues to become
more "commoditized" via financial innovation.
The prediction that an economy can experience over investment as firms become
increasingly different is related to the literature on lending standards and credit
booms. Dell’Aricca and Marquez (2006) show a reduction in information asymmetries between banks can result in a credit boom and subsequent banking crisis. The
mechanism through which credit becomes more abundant is that banks switch from
screening to pooling borrowers when the fraction of unknown borrower types increases. In our model, screening and signaling are synonymous, and over borrowing
and investment are consequences of a more severe adverse selection problem between
borrowers and lenders even when the form of equilibrium debt contracts is always
separating. The interpretation that difference between firm productivities–through
varying αi –represents variation in the distribution of firms over the business cycle is
supported by a growing literature on risk shocks (Christiano, Motto, and Rostagno
(2014)).
In terms of CDSs, one may interpret CDS on firm types’ debt in our model as
investment grade versus high yield, or industry specific indexes composed of various
firms within an industry. Index CDSs that reference a basket of securities have
become the most prominent type of CDS in the corporate space. Figure 9 shows
the percent of all corporate CDS trades by gross notional amount that index CDSs
represent.20 The dollar value of the share of transactions in CDS indexes has steadily
increased post-crisis and currently stands close to 70%.
The prediction that CDS economies may have inelastic debt pricing and higher
investment levels conforms with the empirical evidence of Saretto and Tookes (2016)
and Ashcraft and Santos (2009). These studies suggest that debt prices are not
sensitive to activity in the CDS market, consistent with our model. Moreover, the
former study finds that CDS referenced firms tend to carry higher leverage and
invest more, also consistent with our model’s prediction. To our knowledge, there is
no theoretical model that can explain the joint findings of these CDS studies.
19

We do not consider frictions in the securitization and loan syndication process, but we acknowledge their importance. Future would include a richer model of intermediaries and study the
interaction of information asymmetries between firms and investors and the moral hazard concerns
of CLOs within loan syndicates.
20
The data are authors’ calculation from ISDA: http://www.swapsinfo.org/charts/swaps/notionaloutstanding. The structural break in the series is likely due to the requirement in Dodd-Frank
that many derivatives move to central clearing.
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Table 5: CDS Economy: αg = 0.5, αb = 0.7, γ = 0.50, and AD = 0.30
Asymmetric Info.
i=g
i=b
Price: pi
.7428 .6999
Quantity: q i
.2568 .1325
i
.1907 .0927
Investment: I
Marginal Buyers: h .4749 .4749
Info.Wedge: λi
.8504
1
.0900 .0284
Profit: π i

Perfect Info.
i=g i=b
.8096 .7279
.2024 .1452
.1639 .1057
.4352 .4342
1
1
.1012 .0311

Figure 8: U.S. CLO Issuance
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Figure 9: U.S. Corporate CDS Index Share
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A

Appendix

Proof. Lemma 1 : Suppose to the contrary that bonds are purchased unprotected.
Then it must be the case that the utility of the agent who buys the unprotected bond
h1 (1−dbD )+dbD
h1 +(1−h1 )dbD
> 1, which can be written as
> 1. Note
is given by ub (h1 ) =
pb
pb
b
hcds (1−d )
that the utility of the CDS seller is given by us (hcds ) = pb −db D . Now suppose that
D
the investor h1 who purchases the bad bond unprotected instead writes the CDS. His
h1 (1−db )
utility would be given by us (h1 ) = pb −dbD . To finish the proof it suffices to show
D

that h1 prefers to write CDS over buying unprotected bonds. Let h1 1 − dbD = X,
pb = Y , and dbD = Λ. We can then rewrite the utilities in the following way:
ub (h1 ) = X+Λ
and us (h1 ) = Y X
. If us (h1 ) > ub (h1 ) then,
Y
+Λ
=⇒
=⇒
=⇒
=⇒



h1 1 − dbD
h1 1 − dbD + dbD
<
pb
pb − dbD




h1 1 − dbD + dbD pb − dbD < h1 1 − dbD pb .

2
−h1 1 − dbD dbD + Λpb − dbD < 0


h1 1 − dbD − pb + dbD > 0.


h1 +(1−h1 )dbD
> 1. Thus,
We see that h1 1 − dbD − pb + dbD > 0, which is the same as
pb
any agent who would buy unprotected bonds would be better off selling CDS.
Proof. Lemma 2: Suppose to the contrary that h1 holds cash. It must be the case
then that the investor prefers holding cash to any other instrument int the economy.
Thus we can say

h1 + 1 − h1 dbD < pb ,
(25)
and


(1 − h1 ) 1 − dbD
.
1>
1 − pb

(26)

Inserting (25) into the denominator of the r.h.s of (26) we do not perturb the inequality

(1 − h1 ) 1 − dbD

.
1>
1 − h1 + (1 − h1 ) dbD
Rearranging and regrouping we get




1 − h1 1 − dbD > 1 − h1 1 − dbD ⊗
a contradiction.
Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose to the contrary that both firms have identical
production technologies, αg = αb . In that case, the two firms are essentially representative firms and investors will offer identical contracts to the two firms. It follows
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that πb (cb (·)) = πb (cg (·)) . Thus, for πb (cb (·)) < πb (cg (·)), it must be the case that
αg 6= αb .
Proposition 1 from Darst and Refayet (2014a) says that firm g bonds will be
priced higher than firm b bonds owing to firm g’s superior production technology.
This implies that in an equilibrium with no credit derivatives, only firm b will wish
to mimic firm g because p1b > p1g . Consider two contracts, one for each firm in
a perfect information equilibrium ĉg (p̂g (q̂g ) , q̂g ) , ĉb (p̂b (q̂b ) , q̂b ). There are possible
four permutations for the two chosen contracts:
1. (q̂g > q̂b , p̂g > p̂b ) : cg (·) entails both higher bond quantities and higher bond
prices such that firm g raises more on better terms.
2. (q̂g < q̂b , p̂g > p̂b ) : cg (·) entails lower bond quantities but higher bond prices
such that it is indeterminate whether firm g raises more, but does so on better
terms.
3. (q̂g > q̂b , p̂g < p̂b ) : cg (·) entails higher bond quantities and lower bond prices
such that it is indeterminate whether firm g raises more, but does so on worse
terms.
4. (q̂g < q̂b , p̂g < p̂b ) : cg (·) entails both lower bond quantities and lower bond
prices such that firm g raises less on worse terms.
Consider cases 3 and 4 which entail p̂g < p̂b .
Case 3: If firm b issues more bonds on under higher borrowing cost, then it will
not only earn less profit on all bonds up to its original issuance q ∈ (0, q̂b ], but it will
incur losses on all bonds q ∈ [q̂b , q̂g ] and will necessarily be worse off.
Case 4: If firm b issues fewer bonds under higher borrowing cost, then it will
reduce its profit for each bond it issues for q ∈ (0, q̂g ] up to Iˆg = p̂g q̂g and will always
be worse off. Thus there is no incentive to mimic firm g. Thus there is no incentive
to mimic firm g.
Therefore, it must then be the case that firm i will mimic iff pj > pi . 2
Proof of Proposition 2
Existence follows directly from the text. We prove uniqueness in two steps. Step
one is to show that no pooling equilibrium can exist. Step 2 is to show by contradiction that any two candidate solutions is not consistent with profit maximization.
Step 1:
First, assume to the contrary
that
 pool
 a pooling equilibrium exists with the pooling
pool
pool
contract given by p
q
,q
. In a pooling equilibrium, the good type will
choose investment, taking the pooling price as given, according to (5). Thus, the
pooling equilibrium is comparable in terms of profit maximization decisions for the
good firm to the perfect information equilibrium. Since both good and bad types
choose the same debt contracts, the average delivery rate in the pooling contract
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must be less than the delivery rates that good firms can offer by seperating due to
their superior production technology.
dD q

pool



αg
P
αi
∗g
AD g,b
I
A
I
AD
D
g
< dD (q ) =
= Pg,bi
= g.
g
∗
i
q
α
i q

Therefore, any investor willing to purchase claims from good firm debt pools must
demand a higher yield to compensate for the additional expected losses given default
in order for the pooling contract to break even in expectation. Higher equilibrium
yield
for the pooling contract relative to the perfect information means that p∗pool <
g∗
pP I . But if debt prices are lower, profit maximization requires that q pool < qPg I and
∗
∗
π pool < πPg I . But a seperating contract that is defined by q g < qPg I is associated with
g
λg ≡ MMPCKg > 1 as the firm issues less debt due to the binding incentive compatibility
constraint at market prices. Thus, the firm produces more output per unit of debt
issued in the seperating contract relative to the perfect information contract. Debt
delivery will be higher under full seperation for debt markets into which good types
select
 AD
dD q g > g .
α
Therefore, for any pooling contract defined by q pool , good types will be strictly
better off seperating into debt market q g = q pool − receiving a higher price, and making higher profits.
 It follows immediately that any candidate equilibrium for which
g
g
g
g
π (q ) > π q will be prefered to pooling by association through the arguments
above.
Step 2 :
Assume a non-unique equilibrium in the model where good firm profit levels are
identical for both incentive compatible debt contracts. Formally it must be that
π g q g ; Γ = π g (q g ; Γ). Note also that bad firm profits are fixed for both contracts
and given by κ (Γ). Therefore, the bad firm would also be indifferent to either
seperating allocation and would have no incentive to deviate. Note that there is
a unique product of p × q = Iˆ for which M P K g = M P K b due to single-crossing,
and ∀I g < Iˆ ⇒ M P K g > M P K b . The difference in marginal products implies
b
∂π g
ˆ This then implies that the difference between good and bad
> ∂π
, ∀I < I.
∂I
∂I


types’ profits for the same inputs grows as well: π g q g − π b q g < π g (q g ) − π b (q g ).


But if κ (Γ) = π b q g = π b (q g ), then π g q g < π g (q g ), a contradiction. Thus, any
seperating equilibrium must be unique.
2
Proof of Proposition 3
Existence follows directly from the existence of partial equilibrium with the added
provisio that there are two marginal buyers and market clearing. Existence of the
marginal buyers is given by the connectedness of the set agents h ∈ H. All investors
h > h1 purchase debt claims from bad type debt pools, all investors h1 > h > h2
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purchase debt claims from good type debt pools, and all investors h < h2 remain in
cash. Market clearing is as follows. Because all agens hold 1 unit of endowment and
pay the market price p∗ for claims of a particular debt pool, each investor can hold
1
bonds. Thus total debt funding, for type b firms for example, is 1 − h1 and the
p∗
total quantity of claims type b firms issue is q ∗ .
Proving uniqueness requires different logic than the partial equilbrium proof becasue bad firm profits are no long fixed by κ. However, this actually simplifies the
proof. Suppose there are two
compatible debt contracts that yield the same
 incentive
g
g
g
g
profts as before: π q ; Γ = π (q ; Γ). At these two allocations, bad firm types are
b

g

no longer indifferent because π b (q g ). In fact ∂π∂q(qg ) < 0 because as q g ↑, pg ↓ due to
the dilution effect of additional debt on recover values. In equilibrium, pb must also
fall because the expected return to holding good type debt for the marginal buyer h1
is higher because she puts less weight on s = D and marginal buyeer h2 and views the
good type debt pool as a good bet at the new market prices. Hence demand to buy
claims from bad type debt pools falls. Profit maximization requires that bad firm
types reduce investment as prices fall. Therefore, for any two seperating quantities
q g < q g , bad types will always issue claims into a market that corresponds with good
 
−
types choosing →
p qg , qg . 2
Proof of Proposition 4:
Proof. We show that making the bad type less productive forces the good type
under investment contract to be
 too costly in terms of lossed profits relative to over
g∗
b∗
investing. Let q (Γ) , q (Γ) be a set of equilibrium contracts defined by the good
type under investing and the bad type chosing its first order contract, for a given
∗
∗
parameter set Γ (αi , γ, AD ) . Then q g (Γ) must satisfy ICC1 with equality, q g (Γ) ≡



b
b
b
Igα − q g = Ibα 1 − αb . One can re-write the r.h.s. as Πb q b ; Γ = q ∗ α1b − 1 .
Then by the Envelope Theorem,
∗

d
qb
b
b
∗
∗
Π
=
−
< 0.
q
;
Γ
g ∗ b∗
(qg ,qb )
dαb
(αb )2 (q ,q )

(27)

The derivative of the l.h.s. is given by the change in the bad type’s marginal product
at the good firm’s contract:

∗

Using g b


d
∗
∗ (αb −1)
Πb q g ; Γ qg∗ = −αb I g
< 0 ∀0 < I i < 1.
b
dα
∗ (αb −1)
= αb I b
and pluggin into (27), we obtain the following:
Ig

∗

q g∗

I b∗


>

1
(αb )2
∗



1

(αb −1)

∗

.

(28)

A sufficient condition for (28) to hold is I g > I b , in which case if the good type is
already investing more than the bad type before the productivity change, the bad
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type will always attempt to mimic after the change. In general this condition will
∗
∗
hold even if I g < I b because the r.h.s.∈ (0, .1353) . In the limit, the the right hand
side goes to 0 (.1353) as αb goes to 0 (1). Thus, as long as the good types invests '
.1353% of what the bad type does, the bad type will alway attmept to mimic when
it becomes less productive.
What is left to show is that the good type will be forced to reduce investment
even further when the bad type’s productivity falls. From the bad type’s f.o.c.
1
(αb −1)
αb Ib
= b
p
bond prices must rise to match the fall in marginal product.
Proof of Proposition 5:
Proof. We first show that there are two contracts that correspond with binding
incentive compatibility due to the monotonicity of firm b profits in good firm bonds
b
b ∂pb
b
= ∂π
< 0 and concavity of the mimicry function ν b (q g ) ≡ (I g )α − q g
q g , i.e. dπ
dq g
∂pb ∂q g
in a perfect information setting. Firm b profits are decreasing in the amount of bonds
firm g issues because each additional bond is issued to a more pessimistic investor
who requires a higher rate of return to purchase the bond. Hence pg is falling. In
equilibrium, the marginal buyer is one who is indifferent between the two bonds. As
the price of firm g bonds falls, the marginal buyer who was indifferent between the
two assets would now strictly prefer firm b bonds because their returns have been
pushed up. Therefore, the new marginal buyer will be more pessimistic decreasing
firm b’s bond price and profitability. Additionally, because fi0 (I i ) > 0 and fi00 (I i ) < 0,
and the marginal cost of an additional unit of capital is p1i , the profit function for
firm i is concave in the amount of bonds issued. Thus both π g (q g ) ≥ ν b (q g ) are
concave functions.
It is also the case that π g (0) = ν b (0) = 0. Thus π b (π g ) may intersect ν b (q g ) at
most twice q g = [qR , qE ] where ν b (q g ) > π b (q g ) , q ∈ (qRg , qEg ) between the two points
of intersection. It is at the two points of intersection where the ICC binds, and all
perfect information contracts characterized by the set q g ∈ (qR , qE ) would involve
firm b mimicking firm g, hence not admissible with asymmetric information. The
equilibrium contract chosen in a separating equilibrium will be the one that satisfies
−
ĉg (→
p (q̂ g ) , q̂ g ) ≡ arg max π g (cg ; q g ) .
g g
q g ∈{qR
,qE }
In other words, the contract which yields the highest profitability is the one that
produces profits closest to the apex of π g (q g ) . Formally, this condition is provided
by the lesser of
dπ g
dπ g
≶
.
(29)
dq g qR
dq g qE
The changes in profits w.r.t. bonds are evaluated at the two incentive compatible
g
contract points. Each of the derivatives can be expressed as dπ
| k = λk (1 + φk ) − 1
dq g q
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αg −1

where λk ≡

αg (pgk (qkg )qkg )
1
g
p
k

and φk ≡

∂pgk qkg
∂qkg pgk

or

1
k

where k is the price elasticity

of bond demand, for k = R, E, and λR > 1 and 0 < λE < 1. Equation (29) can
be written as |λR (1 + φR ) − 1| ≶ |λE (1 + φE ) − 1| . Next note that −1 < φj < 0
in order for the first order condition to hold with M P Kk > 0 and M Ck > 0 for
k = R, E.
An incentive compatible contract that is characterized by over-investment imb
< 0, the slope of
plies that |λR (1 + φR ) − 1| > |λE (1 + φE ) − 1| . Because dπ
dq g
the profit function at any under-investment contact qR can be positive, negative
or equal to zero, whereas the slope of the over-investment contract must be negative. Hence in the trivial case, |λR (1 + φR ) − 1| < 0 there will never be overinvestment and
 the only
 incentive compatible contract will entail under-investment.
R
Let φR ≡ λR 1 + φR − 1 = 0. Thus −1 < φR ≤ φR = 1−λ
will always support an
λR
under-investment contract.
If |λR (1 + φR ) − 1| > 0 then we can remove the absolute value from (29) and
write it as λR (1 + φR ) − 1 > 1 − λE (1 + φE ) in which case over-investment will
R )−λE φE
< φR < 0.
always occur. Solving this for φR we obtain −1 < (1−λE )+(1−λ
λR
The lower is φE the higher is φR . Thus, define φ̄R ≡
2−λR
will always
λR
(1−λE )+(1−λR )
= φR such
λR

and φR > φ̄R =



lim
(1−λE )+(1−λR )−λE φE → −1
λR

= φR

lim

support over-investment. Lastly, as φE → 0, define

φ̃R ≡
that φR < φ̃R always supports under-investment.
To complete the proof, note that the only range of φR that always support overR
investment φR > φ̄R = 2−λ
must also have λR > 2; otherwise, there will always
λR
be under-investment. Thus, we can characterize
the range of φR that supports underi
h
1
g
g
g
g
g
investment as succinctly as φ (c ) < min 0, λ(cg ) ((1 − λ (c )) + (1 − λ (c )) − λ (c ) φ (c )) .
We show this proof in two steps. We first show that over-investment is more
likely in the Naked CDS Economy. We then show that over-investment is also more
likely in the Covered CDS Economy.
Case 1 Naked CDS Economy
From Proposition 2 we know that there exists a signaling frontier F which describes the set of demand inverse-elasticities that support over-investment versus
under-investment. The signaling frontier is given by the equation
F ≡ φ̃R = λ1R ((1 − λR ) + (1 − λE ) − λE φE ) . Equilibrium is characterized by
over-investment when φR > φ̃R , which is equivalent to the notion that the rationing
contract is located at a point on the demand curve that is “too” elastic. F is a
downward sloping function in φE , with slope m = − λλER , and upper-intercept in
R
the (φE , φR )-plane φ̄R ≡ 2−λ
> φ̃R . Both intercepts, φ̄R and φ̃R shift downward
λR
0
as λR increases. Thus, when λR > 2, additional increases in λR to λR shift the
0
frontier downward such that φR > φR and the over-investment space is increasing.
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Also, λR < 2 ⇒ φ̄R > 0 , which cannot be the case with a downward sloping
demand schedule. Thus, there is an additional intercept
when
φR = 0, which is

h
2−λR −λE
φE =
, and λE > 2 − λR for which φE ∈ φE , 0 corresponds to overλE
0

0

investment. This intercept shifts to the left as λR increases to λR such that φE < φE
in which case over-investment is the more likely outcome.
To complete Case 1, we show that λR is a decreasing function of the constrained
firm’s investment choice, meaning that incentive compatible contracts that involve
lower levels of investment correspond to higher λR in which case the over-investment
space is expanding. We know from Proposition 3 in Darst and Refayet (2015a) that
naked CDS lower bond prices. This reduces investment. From the definition of
i
i
∂pi
dλR
λR ≡ pi αi I (α −1) we see that ∂I
i < 0 is sufficient for dI i < 0. Thus, when naked
CDS lower investment under perfect information, the wedge between the marginal
product of capital and the marginal cost of capital for the incentive compatible underinvestment contract under asymmetric information increases. Thus λR increases and
the signaling frontier shifts downward at a flatter slope which increases the overinvestment space.
Proposition 6 Naked CDS lower all debt prices.
Proof of Proposition 6:
To see this consider the re-written equilibrium market clearing condition for firm
i when naked CDS are permitted where dots above variables indicate the naked CDS
values:
h2
. The only functional form
1 − h1 (ṗi (q̇ i ) , diD ) = ṗi q̇ i − q̇ i diD + (ṗi − diD ) 1−
ṗi
difference between [Naked 1 Market Clearing] and [Appendix Market Clearing 2] is
h2
the final term on the right hand side, (ṗi − diD ) 1−
. This term is always greater
ṗi
i
i
than zero because ṗ > dD whenever a funding equilibrium exists. The left hand
sides are the same form. Consider to the contrary that ṗi ≥ p̂i in which case the
left hand side of [Naked 1 Market Clearing] is less than or equal to the left hand
side of [Appendix Market Clearing 1]. The right hand side of [Naked 1 Market
Clearing] is a monotonically decreasing function of diD . Suppose the upper-limiting
case diD = ṗi . Then the right hand side of [Naked 1 Market Clearing] is equal to zero
and h1 (ṗi (q̇ i ) , diD ) = 1, meaning there is no equilibrium funding for firm i. Suppose
the lower-limiting case where diD = 0, in which case the right hand side of [Naked
1 Market Clearing] is strictly greater than that of [Appendix Market Clearing 1], a
contradiction. Thus ṗi < p̂i ∀diD ∈ (0, piD ).
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